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Introduction
 

It all starts with the Idea; someone somewhere thinks of something.  The Idea can be 
anything; a product, a business,  a club, a service, a new style restaurant, a political issue, 
a scientific development- the list is endless.  But what good does that idea do if it is not 
shared with the public?  How does this visionary send out his or her message?

Enter the writer, who sifts through the Idea and decides how best to describe and ex-
press it to the world.  With the writer’s help, that one person’s big Idea is almost ready to 
reach out to the masses.

The job is not done after the writing, however.  Design can make or break any Idea, no 
matter how powerful that Idea is.  For example, who really wants to read a form that 
contains nothing but small, black text?  Designers find the right balance of graphics and 
color.  They can make a piece look formal without being stuffy.  They know how to use 
simple things like emphasis, contrast, alignment, repetition, fonts and graphics to make 
that Idea attractive and appealing to its audience.

That one Idea now has the potential to change people’s lives forever, or at least change 
their Friday night dining destination.
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“People who make music together 
cannot be enemies. At least while the 
music lasts.” 

-Paul Hindemith

blue sky background evokes relaxation, 
similar to the feeling put into music, as well 
as the feeling music evokes in the listener

the speaker is usually to 
the right of the quotation

the main point is in red, 
which draw the eye’s attention

color reinforces music 
as the unifying principle 
between the sentences

the handwriting-like 
font flows together like 
a musical phrase
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Pull-Quotation

Objective:
	 •Design	a	layout	for	a	quotation

Design Concepts:
	 •Repetition
  -music
	 •Emphasis
  -music, main point
	 •Alignment
  -speaker is right aligned
	 •Flow
  -handwring font, variations in background

This quotation is on the clock tower at Grand Valley State University.  I relate to this 
quotation as both a musician and as a designer; when something beautiful is created by 
a group, the members put aside any personal differences and work as one.  
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consistent 4 column alignment gives the form a clean look

a prominent title is the first step in visual hierarchy

date is easy to 
find for both 
students and 
filing later

heading is 
emphasized 
using color 
instead of 
predictable 
bold face

logo gives visual
connection 
with GVSU
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Form Makeover

Objective:
	 •Find	a	form	and	redesign	it	bearing	in	mind	the	principles	of	design

Design Concepts:
	 •Visual	Hierarchy
  -title/logo, headings, date, questions
	 •Emphasis
  -title/headings
	 •Contrast
  -color
	 •Alignment
  -4 columns
	 •Repetition
  -two headings

The original form was typed in ALL CAPITAL LETTERS, which is difficult and intimi-
dating to read.  That was the first thing to go.  I also reorganized some of the informa-
tion to make the form more accessible.    The blue bar headings are also on the Housing 
Application, so they give the piece some unity with the other GVSU forms while empha-
sizing the headings in a unique way.  Color gives the piece contrast and repetition at the 
same time; it sticks out against the black type, but it also connects the top and bottom of 
the form.
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Original Form
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Redesigned Form
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bold title and section titles 
frame the page

introduction is different from 
the individual stories and 
separated by the divider

section title 
also has the 
same colors 
as pull text 
and title

pull-text has the same colors 
as the title

each picture 
and quick 
information 
has the same 
format
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Newspaper Design

Objective:
	 •Create	a	newspaper	layout	with	the	text/pictures	provided

Design Concept:
	 •Contrast
  -headings, pictures, pull-text
	 •Visual	Hierarchy	and	Emphasis
  -section title, article title, pictures/pull-text
	 •Alignment
  -consistent 3 column
	 •Repetition
  -colors, pull-text, quick biography/picture

Text heavy layouts all present the same challenge: make the page visually pleasing with-
out making it difficult to focus on the story.  Pull-text makes these documents more 
interesting while also summarizing the main or interesting information.  The dark blue 
text on light blue background gives the piece some consistency, and it also contrasts the 
black text.  Pictures add interest and some more varied color.
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street sign title on every piece 
gives unity to the advertisements

border frames the page 
and gives it definite edges

services in dif-
ferent font and 
red for emphasis

real people are more 
interesting than clip art

GVSU logo

hours listed by weeks is 
easier to process for a 
stressed student
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Library Advertisements

Objective:
	 •Create	fliers,	table	and	web	ads,	quarter	page	fliers,	and	posters	advertising	the	
extended hours at the Grand Valley State University Libraries during the final weeks of 
the semester

Design Concepts:
	 •Flow
  -Easy and Quick to Read
	 •Visual	Hierarchy	and	Emphasis
  -Title/pictures, dates, services
	 •Contrast
  -services, pictures
	 •Repetition/Consistency
  -street signs/specialty fonts

Street signs became the theme for this project.  As a current student at the time of this 
design, I knew that most students do not carefully read every flier seen on campus, so 
this had to be unique and simple to be effective.  Information is organized by date, week 
and day for ease of scheduling because some students allow dates alone to sneak up on 
them.  The services are in the red handwriting text for emphasis; many students only 
show up for the massages.  Instead of using stock clip art, I asked my friends to pose as 
“students freaking out.”  Having real people on the fliers allowed students to relate, and 
it made them truly unique.
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Quarter page (side 1) and table ad

title graphic 
gives the pieces 
unity

different font 
and red text 
emphasizes 
services

schedule prior 
to exam week 
on front
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Side two of quarter page and web ad

exam 
week 
schedule 
on back

arrows also 
add continuity 
between pieces
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borders add consistency 
as well as frame the page

pictures represent the individual story
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Creative Writing Portfolio

Objectives:
	 •Create	a	portfolio	consisting	of	four	pieces	from	the	class,	preferably	including	at	
least one short story, one essay and one poem.

Design Concepts:
	 •	Repetition
  -border/layout
  -title page format
  -cover/table of contents
	 •Flow
  -corner art/border
	 •Contrast
  -corner art

This portfolio contains my best work from a Creative Writing class taken in college.  The 
focus of this project was the writing, so the simple layout is designed to enhance the 
text.  Each page repeats the border image, which draws the eye across the page.  The pic-
tures in corner vary with each piece.  Colors add interest and contrast on the text heavy 
pages, but the pastel colors do not distract from the writing.  The images used to repre-
sent the pieces appear on the cover as well as the table of contents, giving this portfolio a 
sense of unity throughout.
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“Jupiter Jazz”

“Jupiter Jazz” refers to episodes 12-13 of Cowboy Bebop.   “Goodnight, Julia” and “Sax Quartet composed by Kanno Yoko.
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consistent border 
unifies the portfolio 

corner art gives each piece 
an identity, and repetition of 
the identity ties everything 
together

Other Pieces Included
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Quintet Recital 1 Fliers

Objectives:
	 •Advertise	for	our	recital,	and	distinguish	our	fliers	from	all	the	others

Design Concepts:
	 •Contrast
  -blue background, metal-toned border and instruments
  -varied pictures
	 •Emphasis
  -large, bold heading
	 •Flow
  -centered alignment and instruments across bottom keep the eye moving
	 •Repetition
  -same layout on each flier for continuity
	 •Visual	Hierarchy
  -title and bolded headings

The end of each semester means recital season in any college performing arts program.  
Hallways are littered with fliers and advertisements, and some clearly reflect that music 
students are not design students.  When my brass quintet decided to give our first full 
recital, I took it upon myself to design fliers that would stand out from all the rest.

We spent an afternoon taking pictures with a friend in Grand Valley’s photography pro-
gram.  Each poster uses several poses from the same location; it gives variety and repeti-
tion at once.  Many students, we have found through experience, accidentally miss recit-
als because they do not connect a day of the week with the date of a recital.  I made sure 
to include both.  The fliers were very effective, and our audience filled the recital hall.
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Quintet Recital 1 Programs

Objectives:
	 •Create	a	professional	program	for	the	recital

Design Concepts:
	 •Contrast
  -gold border
  -varied pictures
	 •Emphasis
  -large, bold heading
	 •Flow
  -indentation for individual movements
	 •Repetition
  -same layout as fliers
	 •Visual	Hierarchy
  -title and bolded headings

Usually, students can submit their information to the music office and receive a pro-
gram.  Again, I decided to design them myself.  The front side, for unity, is almost iden-
tical to the fliers I created.  The program side is very clear and basic for easy skimming 
during the recital, while still aesthetically pleasing.
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Quintet Recital 2
Fliers and Programs

Objectives:
	 •Advertise	for	our	recital,	and	distinguish	our	fliers	from	all	the	others
	 •Create	professional	programs	for	the	recital

Design Concepts:
	 •Contrast
  -script and serif fonts for different elements
  -picture in top corner
	 •Emphasis
  -large, bold headings
  -date centered and in capitals
	 •Alignment
  -pictures along left, centered text column  
	 •Repetition
  -same layout on each flier for continuity
	 •Visual	Hierarchy
  -bold title and important information in capitals
	 •Flow
  -indents for individual movements

For our second and final recital, I decided to make the fliers more sophisticated.  I had 
the same set of pictures, and my challenge was to make those same pictures still look 
varied.  To accomplish this, I used pictures all from different locations.  I also included 
all our names on the fliers this time to make us more identifiable.  Again, I listed both 
the day and the date.  These fliers went up one week before the recital because students 
start to ignore posters that have been up for too long, so I specified “THIS” Sunday.

I chose one-sided programs this time to cut down on both ink and excess white space.  
I chose that specific walking-away picture for the program to represent that it was the 
group’s final recital.  The final small print on both the poster and the programs give each 
piece the group’s personal touch.
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http://www2.gvsu.edu/~robbj/designJCR

Objectives:
	 •Maintain	a	website	that	displays	my	resume	and	design	work,	as	well	as	creative	
projects and musical endeavors

Design Concepts:
	 •Contrast
  -navigation images (hover)
  -images and link colors
	 •Alignment
  -menu on left side for ease of locating
	 •Repetition
  -consistent layout on each page
  -consistent color pallet
	 •Visual	Hierarchy
  -page and section headings

This project began as my Honors College senior project.  It grew into a place to show-
case my professional and creative writing, exercise my design skills, and show my musi-
cal side.

The site is organized by category for easy navigation.  I also kept the layout the same on 
each page for the same purpose.  PDF copies of all my works are available on the site, 
but I also included quick previews as well by using Light Box coding.

The contact page in done as a form.  This way, information is already organized when I 
read it, and site visitors only have to do minimal typing.  Also,  web-crawling bots can-
not find my email this way, which minimizes spam. 

Website


